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A grandmother is within an Inquisition prison suspected of secretly practicing Judaism. Can they run
without their valuable abuela? Hidden Types is a story about a granddaughter on the verge of womanhood

living in a town on the UNITED STATES continent that has switched against them. This tale shines a bright
light on the hidden Crespin family within their try to survive in 17th century Mexico when most of the

Americas where ruled by Spain. Officials search and burn every soul not specialized in the Church suspect
everyone is involved with this heresy. The family embarks on a perilous experience from another era not

really unlike the immigrant journeys of today.
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Fascinating book This is an engrossing book with revelations (if you ask me) about the horrors of the
Inquisition in Mexico.KB A beautifully created historical novel which elevates a grim time into a
captivating tale. However, as the writer points out within an interview, unfamiliar terms in a number of
languages and a non-traditional quotation format make the first chapters a bit challenging. A completely
believable story in regards to a Jewish family members living under Inquisition threats in Mexico during the
1600's. I recommend this uncommon but fascinating book. Her capability to convey humanity through these
characters is laudable. It really is about the diaspora of the Sephardic Jews in Spanish occupied THE
UNITED STATES, and the Conversos who practiced their faith in key. Marcia Fine did a presentation
inside our Temple in Sedona Marcia Good did a presentation in our Temple in Sedona, Arizona, about the
reserve The Hidden Ones. Portrays the horror of the Inquisition in Mexico (perhaps small known by most
people) without resorting to extreme explanation of violence but, rather, through the thoughts and feelings of
the character types. I don't want to give anything away regarding the story, nonetheless it simply captivated
me and I just could not put it down! Amazing! Now I need to get her other books and catch through to what
I've been missing! Beautiful portrayal of the innocence of a young girl's first . For those who have no idea
anything about the Inquisition, and its' spread, it had been very, very informative.. Very poetic writing that
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evokes the individuals, the time, the circumstances in that they lived. Rich and exciting details of the Jewish
customs and life-style.. She exposes the Indomitable courage and power within their faith and a wisdom that
appears to have been born in the heroes while still learning at their parent's knee. Addresses a fairly
significant time period in the characters' lives with very smooth transition. Suspenseful, emotionally
concerning. For an excellent read, I recommend "Hidden Ones". I truly enjoyed everything concerning this
book I must say i enjoyed everything concerning this book.. Marcia Good is a wonderful author who has
proven in every of her books, that she researches extremely deeply into the subject matter. Her character
advancement is full and makes the reader feel like these characters are known to them personally. I liked the
brief chapters along with the truth that at the beginning of each chapter, you were told which of the heroes
would be the subject matter matter. I would suggest this book extremely, and believe that anyone who reads
it'll learn a lot. I also believe that visitors will fall in love with Marcia Fine's abilities to draw you into the
story and will leave you wanting even more. All of her books are remarkable and I look forward to reading
another book! Fine fleshed away her characters As someone who has descended from Crypto Sephardic
Jews, that is an extraordinary account of how life will need to have been for my ancestors on a day-to-day
time basis in historic New Spain and Mexico. I was intrigued by how Ms.Fine fleshed away her people, their
travails and triumphs. Modern day Jews live in an almost completely Ashkenazi existence and find it hard to
comprehend their Sephardic brothers and sisters. Hopefully this accounts, although a novel, will bring
understanding of the struggling and plight experienced by many Sephardic Jewish families, both hidden and
normally. Wonderful Historic Fiction This book began a little slow for me personally but I was rewarded by
the finish. Great used setting and individuals to show us that history and tradition were created by real
people with expectations and dreams. I could only hope that a sequel will follow the family's trip. What
impressed me most was how Ms. It was a good little bit of history. But as the publication progressed that
sense subsided and I must say i enjoyed the book. Marcia does a whole lot of study regarding the meals,
textiles, and customs of that time period, which lets you feel the environment! The presentation was
accompanied with slides, and pictures from places she visited while she was making the interviews.The
Crypto Jews lived dual life they were forced to convert to Cristianity. Outside they pretended to become
Christians, and at home the practiced Judaism in key. This is one way they lived for 500 century.It was a
beautiful presentation. She discussed the background of the publication, and the history of the time, the story
of the book took place.The book is about the Crypto Jews who lived in Mexico City, the brand new World,
after the expulsion from Spain in 1492. Sometimes I felt it described an excessive amount of and was best
for maybe a senior high school reader. Considerable research on cultural practices and religious rituals
allows the inclusion of fine points that make the story vivid to the reader. I loved Hidden Ones! I especially
like the device of informing the grim tale of the Mexican Inquisition through the voices of women. An
interesting read Very interesting read of the Inquisition in Mexico from a Jewish family's perspective. And it
taught me about a time and place I had not been aware of, The Inquisition in THE UNITED STATES. I
anticipate reading more from Marcia Fine. A wonderful read! Marcia Fine appears to really understand her
subject matter. From my perspective as a descendant of Spaniards (and Portuguese) in New Mexico for over
400 years, the novel was especially entertaining and certainly bands true. Hidden Types is a story of the
Spanish Inquisition in Mexico, about that i knew nothing at all, and the resilience of Jews living lives
divided between pretending to end up being Catholics outside their homes, and pursuing their Sephardic
Jewish traditions secretly, inside. It is a marvelous good read. A descendant's perspective.!! But a
persevering reader is usually handsomely rewarded as the story unfolds. Beautifully written and ratings high
marks for its attention to historical fine detail. Kept my interest throughout. I didn't desire to place it down!
Marcia Great captured the voices of Clara and Celendaria beautifully, articulating the variations between the
way an old woman and a woman view their life's journey, throughout a time of crisis, the Inquisition in
Mexico. The Crespin family is certainly shattered when their much loved abuela, Clara, is certainly arrested



by the Inquisition, that few people emerge alive. Lots to think and talk about I would recommend this
reserve to everybody I understand The book was wonderful it took me 3 times to learn it I couldn't put it
down it cut back a whole lot of memories of all the books I've read similar it was wonderfully written you
may still find some marranos surviving in New Mexico today Fine used setting and characters to show us
that history . Beautiful portrayal of the innocence of a young girl's first love and her transition from girl to
woman. This book is definitely a testament to the resilience of the human being spirit in horrific situations,
and sadly, reminds the reader that the Jewish people were to face just one more worse horror in the twentieth
century. Interesting journey into a portion of Jewish history We was completely unaware existed. The
characters and story was rich. I did enjoy it. by Marcia Great and enjoyed it immensely I read the
publication, 'Hidden Ones', by Marcia Fine and enjoyed it immensely! Riveting book. Complex, Beautiful,
Tragic, Resilient I purchased this reserve at an author signing, and once We began reading it, I possibly
could not put it down. I've ancestors on whom her amazing characters might well be based. The heroes are
well-planned and it was a straightforward read. Yet the family is determined to maintain its Jewish faith
alive, aided by the wise grandfather, the strong mom, Gabriela, and the oldest daughter, Celendaria. As the
years of Clara's incarceration roll by, Celendaria grows to womanhood. Marcia Fine's description of her
blossoming and eventual marriage is achingly beautiful, despite the family's fears of discovery.. I love her
development of character types and her Marcia Fine's writing that brings a genuine history in her novel is
most interesting; I love her development of personas and her storyline
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